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Spelling by Sound :
Does It Work?
• Spell these words by sound. Please say the word as you would normally say it in a sentence. Do not speak peculiarly.
• _______________
____________________
_______________________
• How did that work for spelling?
• Why didn’t it work?
• Spoken syllables do not always match written syllables

• Spell these words and sentences by sound:
• ______________
____________________
_______________
• ________________________________
____________________________________
• How did that work for spelling?
• Why didn’t it work?
• Could understanding the structure help students understand the spelling of these words?

English is crazy, right?
As#summarized#by#Jill,#a#dyslexic#adult#reflecting#on#her#school#
experience:#

“Writing(lab(reports(and(reading(words(that(can(only(be(
described(as(Frankenstein’s(creation(mashing(dead(and(
foreign(languages(together(is(a(challenge(for(everyone,(
especially(dyslexics.”
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Let’s Get the Terminology Straight:
Is it a sight word or high frequency word?
• Word Study – High Frequency/Sight Words Words that appear most often in text are high

frequency words. These words are important to master since they are quite common. Words with
irregular patterns or untaught word patterns according to the WRS scope and sequence should be
memorized so they are recognized by sight. - Wilson Reading System (WRS)

• Sight words often also called high frequency sight words, are commonly used words that young

children are encouraged to memorize as a whole by sight, so that they can automatically recognize
these words in print without having to use any strategies to decode. – Diane Ravitch

• Words That Can’t Be Sounded Out There are lots of words that don’t follow the rules of

phonics and aren’t spelled the way they sound. Look at who and was, for instance. If you’d never seen
those words before, you might guess they were spelled hoo and wuz. Sounding out these written
words won’t work. The only way to learn them is to memorize them. – Understood.com

100 Most Commonly Used English Words
• the, of, and, a, to, in, is, you, that, it, he, was, for, on, are, as, with, his,
they, I, at, be, this, have, from, or, one, had, by, word, but, not, what, all,
were, we, when, your, can, said, there, use, an, each, which, she, do, how,
their, if, will, up, there, about, out, many, then, them, these, so, some, her,
would, make, like, him, into, time, has, look, two, more, write, go, see,
number, no, way, could, people, my, than, first, water, been, call, who, oil,
its, now, find, long, down, day, did, get, come, made, may, part. (Source: Fry,
Edward Bernard et. al., The Reading Teacher’s Book of Lists, 4th Edition. Paramus, N.J.: Prentice Hall,
2000.)

So, 35% of these words are exceptions?
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Linguistics
• The scientific study of language and its structure.
• In science, 35% of anything is not an exception, it is a set to be
understood, not tossed aside as ‘irregular’.

• We have to shift the way we think about language and share our new
knowledge with our students, all of our students.

• We can understand words that have an unexpected pronunciation.

Why it is believed there are
‘sight words’ in the first place.
• Sound it out / Phonology Comes First – When it doesn’t work, it must be a
sight word
• We will show the error with the idea that phonology is first when it comes to
understanding orthography

• English written words should be divided by syllables.
• We will show that English orthography is not based on syllables, it is based on
morphemes. It is morphophonemic.

Terminology
Affix – prefixes, suffixes and connecting vowels
Base – The main element of the spelling of a modern English word. It is a structural term and is a spelling. To identify you start
with a spelling, then identify any prefixes and suffixes, then write the word sum.

Bound Base – This type of base is bound with at least one other morpheme to form a word.
Element – (Orthographic Element) A written morpheme.
Free Base – This type of base can stand on its own to form a word.
Function Words – Have little meaning on their own; give information about the function of lexical/content words; are usually
unstressed (prepositions, pronouns, articles, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions)

Grapheme – a letter or group of letters that represent a phoneme : <c> <h> <t> <ch> <tch>
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Terminology
Lexical Matrix – A lexical map of a word family. Maps the structural relations of members of a word family around its base. Includes the
base, prefixes, suffixes and connecting vowels, but do not have to be comprehensive. They are generative and productive. They are not
prescriptive and delimiting.

Lexical Words / Content Words – Have specific meaning; can be defined in isolation; are usually stressed; use at least three letters
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs)

Morpheme – Minimal distinctive unit of a word that carries meaning and sense in word structure. This includes bases, prefixes, suffixes
and connecting vowels.

Phoneme – The smallest unit of language that distinguishes meaning (that can change based on dialect) : /c/ in /cat/ ! /p/ in /pat/ :
change in meaning

Prefix – A word part fixed before (precedes) a base or stem.
Root – The origin and the history of a modern English word/base element. It is a historical term. Words with a common root have the same
etymological origin.

Terminology
Suffix – A word part fixed after a base or stem (that is not a base).
Twin Bases – Have the root and the same base, but in different interchangeable forms. In their Latin origin the represent
different stems of the same root. (i.e. duce/duct - <introduce> and <introduction>)

Word Family – A set of words that share the same base.
Word Sum – Is a morphological algorithm / morphemic analysis. The sequence of elements on the pathway through a
word matrix that reveals how the substructure (morphemes) of any complex word relates to its surface representation. (i.e.
dis + rupt + ion ! disruption)

Denotation
• < > spellings: - established letter strings <bold> + <ly>
• / /phoneme: catch = /cach/
table = /tabl/

• [ ] Phonetic: [dɪˈslɛksiə]
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“..the simple fact is that the present orthography is not
merely a letter-to-sound system riddled with
imperfections, but, instead, a more complex and more
regular relationship wherein phoneme and morpheme
share leading roles.” - Richard Venezky
• Source: Venezky, Richard L.
“English Orthography: Its Graphical Structure and Its Relation to Sound” in Reading Research Quarterly, Vol 2, No. 3 (Spring
1967) pp. 75-105

Shifting Our Thinking of
How to Teach the English Language

Morphemes
• Is it too scary or too much to use the term?
• Kids understand morphemes before they ever step foot in a school.
• likest

foots

cutted

newerest

• They need to learn the terminology
• Morpheme – Minimal distinctive unit of

a word that carries meaning and sense in word structure.
This includes bases, prefixes, suffixes and connecting vowels.

• Trust their intellect!
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stagnatility
• Stagnatility – the quality of being stagnate
•
•
•
•

stagn + ate + ile + ity
stagnate – cease to flow or move, cease developing
-ile – ability or capability
- ity – word-forming element making abstract nouns from adjectives and meaning
”condition or quality of being ____”

• Using it in a sentence:
• Being satisfied with what you have or where you are at and not wanting to push further
represents stagnatility.

• There is a sense of stagnatility in the way he presents himself and his ideas of the future.

Graphemes & Phonemes
• We use graphemes to represent our words in writing
• Grapheme – a letter or group of letters that represent a phoneme : <c> <h> <t> <ch>
<tch>

• Phoneme - The smallest unit of language that distinguishes meaning

• Graphemes represent phonemes and spelling conventions
• One grapheme may have more than one phoneme option
• <ch> : /ch/ - chip (OE); /sh/ - chef (French); /k/ - school (Greek)

• Phonemes are represented in writing by graphemes
• One phoneme may have more than one grapheme option
• /sh/ : <sh> - ship; <ch> - chef; <t> - patient; <c> - special

Phonemic Awareness is…
• A psychological construct where we understand that a phone, or speech
sound, is represented by a grapheme. One Phoneme can represent more
than one phone:
• <fox> /fɑks/ - ____ phones; ____ phonemes
• <cry> /kraɪ/ - ____ phones; ____ phonemes
• <tree> /ˈtriː/ - ____ phones; ____ phonemes
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Important Pedagogical Concept:
Pronunciation Changes but Spelling Does Not
• If we were to spell by “sounding it out,” whose pronunciation would we use?
<been>

<butter>

<hostile>

American English

/bɪn/

/ˈbʌtər/

/ˈhɑstəl/

British English

/biːn/

/'bʌtə/

/ˈhɒstaɪl/

• Some of the spellings are a result of earlier pronunciation. We need to help our students
understand that English is evolutionary. Language changes over time, especially spoken
language.

Homophone Activity
• Write down as many homophones as you can in the next 30 seconds?
• How many of those words are spelled the same?
• Why are the majority of those words spelled differently?
• What is the take away from that activity? What were your observations in that 30
seconds?

to, too, two
• <to> –
• Function Words – take shortest spelling possible – have little meaning on their own
(prepositions, pronouns, articles, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions)

• <too> • Homophone Principle – must have at least one more letter than function word
• Content/Lexical Words – have at least three letters - have specific meaning (nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs)

• <two> - Why is there a ‘w’ in two?
• Can you make a hypothesis as to why there is a <w> in <two> based on your current
knowledge about the spelling of <two>?
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<two>
• Questions/Sentences for you to ponder:
• What do you call two children born on the same day to the same mother?

•
•
•
•

When you do something a second time you have done it _________.
What is 2 X 6? And, 2 X 10?
When there are three people lined up, the one in the middle is _________ the other two.
The period of time in the evening when you are between daylight and darkness is
referred to as ____________.

• Do you have a new hypothesis as to why there is a <w> in the spelling of <two>?
22

Homophone Principle
• Where two or more words have
• different meanings, but
• identical pronunciations

• there will be
• different spellings whenever possible to reflect the different meanings
to, two, to
be, bee
by, bye, buy

do, due, dew
in, inn
there, their, they’re

Different Spellings to Reflect
Different Meanings
• Spelling is to reflect meaning
• What is the smallest element in a word that reflects meaning?

• MORPHEMES
• Morpheme – Minimal distinctive unit of

a word that carries meaning and sense in
word structure. This includes bases, prefixes, suffixes and connecting vowels.
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English Orthography

http://www.realspellers.org/forums/orthography/10-comments/unsorted-comments/1237-deep-questions-for-a-long-journey

It’s all about using scientific inquiry to
discover through investigation and analysis
how words are structured.

Scientific Inquiry
• Scientific inquiry refers to the diverse ways in which scientists study the natural world and

propose explanations based on the evidence derived from their work.
• We apply this to language –
• Linguistics : the scientific study of language and its structure, including morphology, syntax, phonetics, and
semantics

• 5 features of Scientific Inquiry
•
•
•
•
•

Learner Engages in Scientifically Oriented Questions
Learner Gives Priority to Evidence in Responding to Questions
Learner Formulates Explanations from Evidence
Learner Connects Explanations to Scientific Knowledge
Learner Communicates and Justifies Explanations

• Requires and develops critical and logical thinking skills
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“Word Scientists” look for the deepest
word structures that make sense of the
greatest number of words.
~ Peter Bowers, WordWorks Literacy Centre

SWI – Creating Word Detectives
• These are the questions Word Detectives ask to build a hypothesis and investigate a word:
•

1. What does it mean? (Meaning first!)

•

2. How is it built? (Make your hypothesis) (Morphology/etymology)

•

3. What are its relatives? (morphological/etymological)

•

4. What aspects of the pronunciation are represented in the spelling?
(graphemes/phonemes/phonology)

• Resources they use:
• www.etymonline.com
• Http://www.neilramsden.co.uk/spelling/searcher/
•

Dictionary (Oxford preferably)

Let’s See It In Action With
Another “Crazy Word” in English
• Let’s look at the “sight word”:

does
• Why do we not spell it <duz>?
• Have you seen students spell it as <duz> or <dose>?
• Let’s investigate!
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1. What does it mean?
Use resources* and background knowledge to come to an
agreed upon definition.
*dictionary, etymonline, teachers, peers

2. How is it built?
Can you make a hypothesis of its word parts?
(base(s) and affix(es))

Bases
Two Types: Bound & Free
• Every word in the English language has a base.
• Free Base – This type of base can stand on its own to form a word.
Examples: do, like, play, one, quest

• Bound Base – This type of

base is bound with at least one other morpheme to form
a word.
Examples: struct, equ, lex, dure, rect
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Affixes:
Prefixes and Suffixes
• Identify “real” prefixes and suffixes
• Must be able to find at least one other word that has a different base and shares the same affix

• How many of your students spell <does> as <dose>?
• Do we have a suffix <-se> in English?
• Can you identify a word that has an <-se> suffix?

• Do we have a suffix <-es> in English?
• Can you identify another word that has a suffix <-es>?

Chart to Identify Real Affixes
In order to have evidence for a suffix, you need to have two things:
(1) it has to appear in more than one word, not just one word; and
(2) it has to have historically been an actual element.

Complete Word

does

Base Element

do

Related Words
(same base)

doing

Prefix or
Suffix

-es

Unrelated Words (different base)
Using Same Prefix or Suffix

goes, misses

3. What are its relatives?
Morphological and etymological relatives – share meaning
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Etymological
relatives

Morphological
relatives

deed

did
doing
redoing
undoing

done
redone
undone

do
does
redoes
undoes
affect

effect

Chart to Use to Identify Real Affixes
• Let’s look at: <done>
• What is your hypothesis of the word parts?
• Is there a suffix <-ne>?
• Can you identify another word that has the suffix <-ne>?
Complete Word

does
done

Base Element

Related Words
(same base)

Prefix or
Suffix

do
do

doing
does, doing

-es
-ne

Unrelated Words (different base)
Using Same Prefix or Suffix

goes, misses
gone

Word Matrix and Word Sums
do + es ! does
do + ing ! doing
do + ne ! done
re + do ! redo
re + do + es ! redoes
re + do + ing ! redoing
re + do + ne ! redone
un + do ! undo
un + do + es ! undoes
un + do + ing ! undoing
un + do + ne ! undone

go + es ! goes
go + ing ! going
go + ne ! gone
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Matrix
• It is STRUCTURAL
• Is a living document – can change over time with new evidence or newly
discovered words that belong to the morphological family

• How to read and build a word sum from the matrix
• Can have more than one base in the matrix – but has only 1 primary base
• Skills required: critical thinking, grammar, orthography, phonology,
vocabulary

do + es ! does
do + ing ! doing
do + ne ! done
re + do ! redo
re + do + es ! redoes

Word Sums

go + es ! goes
go + ing ! going
go + ne ! gone

• An algorithm - The “equation” of the morphemes of a complex word
• Uses a processing arrow (!), not an equal sign
• Reveal the underlying meaning-bearing building blocks of complex
words (left side of word sum)

• Self-correcting mechanism – tests your hypothesis

41

Announcing Word Sums
• Each morpheme is spelled (not pronounced) as it is simultaneously written
in morphemic and graphemic groups

• In the base, digraphs or trigraphs are named together quickly
• Affixes are announced together quickly
• State each join by stating “plus” or “join”
• At the arrow state “is rewritten as” and then “check the joins”
• Check the joins for base and/or suffixes (not prefixes)
• Add tapping in when announcing a word sum that is already written
42

Resource: Guide for Constructing and Announcing Word Sums: http://www.wordworkskingston.com/WordWorks/SpellingOut_Word_Sums_files/spelling%20out%20word%20structure%20best.pdf
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Let’s Practice Announcing Word Sums
do + es ! does
do + ing ! doing
do + ne ! done
re + do ! redo
re + do + es ! redoes
un + do + ing ! undoing
un + do + ne ! undone

4. What aspects of pronunciation
are represented in the spelling?
phonology, graphemes, phonemes

What did we discover from the
<do> word family?
• Graphemes and phonemes
• <d> - /d/ : do, doing
• <o> - only grapheme that works across the word family :
•
•
•
•
•
•

• / uː / in do and doing (/oo/), / ʌ / in does and done (/ŭ /)
<r> - /r/ : re
<e> - /ē/ : re
<u> - /ŭ/ : un
<n> - /n/ : un
<s> - /z/ : does
<ng> - /ŋ/ : ing
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Notebook Page Example

Grapheme to
Phoneme

/ŏ / (short)
dog
/ō / (long)

Wall Examples

code

<o>

/oo/ (/uː/)
do

Phoneme to Grapheme
Example Notebook Page
/z/
z
zoo

zz
buzz

s
does

What did we discover from the
<do> word family?
• Prefixes
• un – reversal, deprivation, or removal
• re – back to the original place; again, anew, once more

• Suffixes
• es – forms third person singular present indicative suffix of verbs
• ing – forms nouns from verbs; added to verbs to mean their action, result, product
• ne – past tense – non-productive (no new words made with this suffix)
• only two words in Present Day English (PDE) – done, gone
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Can you explain <onion>?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mbuwZK0lr8

Share one discovery from the
<onion> video

Suffixing Rules
Through Discovery
(and Instruction)
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Vowel & Consonant Suffixes
• Discovery Activity
• How do you know if it is a vowel or consonant suffix?
• Why do we need to know the difference?

Suffixes Causing Change
• Discovery Activity
• When might a vowel suffix cause a change?
• Using flowcharts – create with student
• Lyn Anderson’s blog post http://wordsinbogor.blogspot.ca/search/label/Constructing%20Flowcharts
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Your Turn: <sign>
• What is peculiar about the spelling?
• Be a Word Detectives!
•
•
•
•

1. What does it mean? (Meaning first!)
2. How is it built? (Make your hypothesis) (Morphology/etymology)
3. What are its relatives? (morphological/etymological)
4. What aspects of the pronunciation are represented in the spelling?
(graphemes/phonemes/phonology)

<sign>
• Answer the four questions in your group
• Use resources:
• dictionary, peers
• www.etymonline.com
• http://www.neilramsden.co.uk/spelling/searcher/

• Build a matrix & write word sums
• Fill out the discovery sheet

<sign>
• Is it a free base or bound base?
• What are some of the relatives of <sign>?
• What did you discover about why there is a <g> in sign?
• What did you discover about
• morphemes: base(s), prefixes, suffixes
• graphemes and phonemes?
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Matrix & word sums
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sign + s ! signs
sign + ________________________________
sign + ________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

Conventions and Scribes
How they impact the spellings
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love

Why <love> and <luv>?
Conventions and Scribes

• Why is the spelling <love> and not <luv>?
• _____________________________________________
• additional examples: have, give, live, motive, passive

• ______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
• additional examples: glove, above, shove, dove

love
• What does it mean?
• How is it built?
• Free base: love

• What are its relatives?
• What aspects of the pronunciation are represented in the spelling?
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love + s ! loves
love + ed ! loved
love + ing ! loving
love/ + able ! lovable
un + love/ + able ! unlovable
love + ly ! lovely
love + ly + est ! loveliest
be + love/ + ed ! beloved
love + bird ! lovebird
love + bird + s ! lovebirds
love + sick ! lovesick
(*Not all possible word sums are listed above.)

SWI – What Words to Use
• What words to use?
• Teacher-led Inquiry or Student-led Inquiry
• Can pick a word from a sight word or high frequency list
• Can pick a word from a story time book
• Can pick a word to focus on a particular grapheme or phoneme
• Ex: ch - /ch/ (can also include /sh/ and /k/)

• You can pick a word to focus on a vowel pattern
• Ex: v-c-e - like: liked, likes, liking, unlike, likely, unlikely, dislike

• Let’s walk through an example: like

Suggestion 1:
Word Clouds
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Word Cloud to
Matrix & Word Sums
•like + s ! likes
•like/ + ed ! liked
•like/ + ing ! liking
•like + able ! likeable
•dis + like ! dislike
•dis + like + s ! dislikes
•dis + like + ed ! disliked
•dis + like + ing ! disliking

Word Cloud to
Matrix & Word Sums
•a + like ! alike
•like + ly ! likely
•un + like + ly ! unlikely
•un + like ! unlike
•like + ness ! likeness

< l > - /l/
< i > - long /i/ (like)
<u> - short /u/ (un)
Graphemes <e> - short /e/ (ness)
to phonemes
<d> - /d/ (dis)
<a> - schwa /ə/ (alike)
<ss> - /s/ (ness)

Discoveries

<k> - /k/
<i> - short /i/ (dis)
<y> - long /e/ (ly)
<n> - /n/ (un)
<s> - /s/ (likes)
<ed> - /t/ (liked)

Phonemes to Reference above
Graphemes

Prefixes

un-, dis-, a-

Suffixes

-s, -ing, -ed, -ly, -ness

Also potentially, Final Non-Syllabic <e> and suffixing rules
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• Teacher selected
• Lesson planning
• read aloud with students

• Student selected

Suggestion 2:
Word from a
Story

• Keep a list as they read aloud or silently
Excerpt from a story:

Apes like to have fun.
They play with each other.
They play with things they
find in nature.

Apes playing in nature.

Investigation:
<nature>
• What does it mean?
•

Etymonline:

•

Dictionary

• How is it built? (hypothesis)
•

nat + ure

•

nate + ure

•

Do we have evidence of a <-ure> suffix?

•

Is <-ure> a vowel suffix?
• nat + ure

nate + ure

• What are its relatives? (morphological)
• What aspects of pronunciation are represented in the spelling?
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Is it a real prefix/suffix?

What are its
relatives?
(morphological)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Word Searcher
natural
innate
nation
national
international

What aspects of
pronunciation
are represented
in the spelling?

• nature
• <n> - /n/
• <t> - /ch/
• <r> - /r/
• native
• <t> - /t/
• <v> - /v/

Investigation:
<nature>
<a> - long /a/
<u> - long /u/
<i> – short /i/

Matrix &
Word Sums
What prefixes and
suffixes could your
student learn?
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One Final Lesson for Today
Final Non-Syllabic <e>

Final Syllabic <e> or
Final Non-syllabic <e>
• Syllabic – creates a pronounced syllable
• Non-syllabic –the spelling of the <e> is not a grapheme

representing pronunciation, creating a pronounced syllable

• Comparison of syllabic and non-syllabic
• Syllabic – me, recipe, apostrophe
• Non-Syllabic – have, absence

What does the final, non-syllabic <e> have to
do with all of this?
• It’s far more than making a previous vowel long.
• It has at least 10 functions in the English orthography.
• Think about these words and we will come back to them:
please
grudge

judgement
sauce

create
ladle

teethe
vague

dense

snooze
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“All stories are made of words,
but every word has a story.”
~ Gina Cooke, Linguist Educator Exchange

Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dyslexia Training Institute – www.dyslexiatraininginstitute.org
Real Spellers – www.realspellers.org
LEX – www.linguisteducatorexchange.com
WordWorks Literacy Centre – www.wordworkskingston.com
Online Etymology Dictionary – www.etymonline.com
Neil Ramsden – www.neilramsden.co.uk (word searcher, suffix checker, mini
matrix-maker, word microscope and more)

2nd Annual
Virtual
Dyslexia
Conference
Spring 2018
Keynote Speakers:
Dr. Fumiko Hoeft and
John Rodrigues
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